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Introduction
Multi-level selection has proven to be an affective mean to
provide resistance against parasites for catalytic networks
(Cronhjort and Blomberg, 1997). One way to implement
these multi-level systems is to group molecules into several
distinct compartments (cells) which are capable of cellular
division (where an offspring cell replaces another cell). In
such systems parasitized cells decay and are ultimately dis-
placed by neighboring healthy cells. However in relatively
small cellular populations, it is also possible that infected
cells may rapidly spread parasites throughout the entire cel-
lular population. In which case, group selection may fail
to provide resistance to parasites. In this paper, we pro-
pose a concurrent artificial chemistry (AC) which has been
implemented on a cluster of computers where each cell is
running on a single CPU. This multi-level selectional artifi-
cial chemistry called the Molecular Classifier Systems (De-
craene et al., 2007) was based on the Holland broadcast lan-
guage (Holland, 1992). An attribute inherent to such a con-
current system is that the computational complexity of the
molecular species contained in a reactor may now affect the
fitness of the cell. This molecular computational cost may
be regarded as the chemical activation energy necessary for
a reaction to occur. Such a property is often not considered
in typical Artificial Life models. Our experimental results
obtained with this system suggest that this activation energy
property may improve the resistance to parasites for catalytic
networks. This work highlights some of the benefits that
could be obtained using a concurrent architecture on top of
computational efficiency. We first briefly present the Molec-
ular Classifier Systems, this is then followed by a descrip-
tion of the multi-level concurrent model. Finally we dis-
cuss the benefits of using this multi-level concurrent model
to enhance evolutionary stability for catalytic networks in
our AC.
Molecular Classifier Systems
Molecular Classifier Systems are a class of string-rewriting
based AC (inspired by Learning Classifier Systems-LCS)
that were proposed to investigate protocell computation
(McMullin et al., 2007). As opposed to traditional string-
rewriting systems, operations are stochastic and reflexive
(no distinction made between operands and operators). The
behavior of the condition (binding) properties and action
events (enzymatic functions) is defined by a language speci-
fied within the MCS. This “chemical” language defines and
constrains the complexity of the chemical reactions that may
be modeled and simulated. In this AC, all reactants are cat-
alytic in the sense that they are not consumed during reac-
tions. These reactions result from successful molecular in-
teractions which occur at random. When a reaction occurs, a
product molecule is inserted into the reactor, however if the
reactor is saturated then another molecule (selected at ran-
dom) may be removed from the reactor space (designating
the system outflow).
A molecule may contain several condition/action rules
which define the binding and enzymatic properties. A reac-
tion between molecules occurs if at least one conditional part
from any rules in a molecule A matches a target molecule
B. A is regarded as an enzyme whereas B is regarded as
a substrate molecule. When a reaction occurs, the action
part from the satisfied rule in A is utilized to perform the
enzymatic operations upon the bound substrate molecule B.
This operation results in the production of another offspring
(product). If several rules in A are satisfied by B, then one
of these rules is picked at random and employed to carry out
the enzymatic function. The computational complexity of
a given molecule depends on its string length and nature of
different operands.
A detailed description is purposely omitted in this paper
as it may confuse the present issue. Our intention is to de-
scribe the potential benefits of using an overall (concurrent)
system architecture instead of focusing on specific AC im-
plementation details.
Multi-level selectional and concurrent
architecture
In a single-level selectional model, all molecules are con-
tained in a single reactor in which they were competing with
each other. This molecular competition is referred to as the
first level of selection. In the multi-level selectional model,
we introduce multiple reactors where each of them contains
a population of molecules. These reactors or cells may be
subjected to cellular division, which results in the replace-
ment of the parent reactor and creation of two offspring
cells. However, the number of reactors in the universe is
fixed. As a result such a cellular division also triggers the
removal of another reactor selected at random. In a similar
manner to molecules, cells are competing with each other
which is regarded as the second level of selection.
In contrast to the single level model, successful reactions
do not lead to the removal of a random molecule in the re-
action space. Thus the number of molecules contained in a
reactor may increase until it reaches a finite limit l. When a
reactor is saturated, a division occurs as follows: Half of the
molecules contained in the reactor are selected at random,
then these molecules are removed from this reactor and are
inserted into the offspring cell. This newly created cell is
then inserted into the population of reactors. Finally, a reac-
tor is picked at random (other than the offspring and parent
cell) and removed from the reactor population.
Furthermore this multi-level model was implemented as
a concurrent system where each reactor is run on a single
CPU. In this concurrent model, the fittest reactors would not
only be the reactors that exhibit a high molecular growth
rate, but reactors that also contain molecules that are fast
to compute. In other words, if we consider two reactors
which present an equal overall molecular growth rate, but
contains molecules with different computational complexi-
ties, the reactor which possesses a smaller overall molecular
computational complexity will have the selective advantage.
This computational complexity may thus be regarded as the
chemical activation energy. The higher computational cost
is, the more energy is necessary for a given chemical reac-
tion to occur.
Activation energy enhancing evolutionary
stability at the cellular level
Previous results (Decraene et al., 2008) indicated that in sim-
ple evolutionary simulations of the single level Molecular
Classifier System, parasites would rapidly emerge and lead
to a degenerated scenario: We observed the emergence of
fitter mutants that were able to parasite the master molecule.
This increase in molecular fitness was associated with an
increase in the molecular string length. However successive
emergences of fitter molecules lead to ever longer molecules
which has an effect of increasing the mutation rates. As the
mutation rate increases, disruptive structural changes occur
more often and may “break” the molecules function. This
elongation catastrophe phenomenon ultimately leads to the
system level extinction. To illustrate this case, let us con-
sider the following possible reactions which lead to such an
elongation catastrophe:
R + R −→ 3R
R + R
′
−→ R + 2R
′
R
′
+ R −→ R + 2R
′
R
′
+ R
′
−→ 2R
′
+ R
′′
· · ·
R′ is a mutant of R, R′ possesses a selective advantage
over R as described in above reactions. R′ has a longer
molecular string than R so has R′′ over R′. Similarly R′′ has
a selective advantage over R and R′. Two molecules R′′ re-
acting with other would lead to the production of a molecule
R′′′, which shows the progressive increase in length of the
molecular species.
To best exemplify the benefits of using a concurrent AC
for a given multi-level selectional model, we propose to con-
sider two simple experimental cases where only two com-
partments are employed. In both cases only R molecules
are seeded in a reactor A whereas R′ molecules are inserted
in a reactor B with equal initial concentrations. Reactor A is
therefore considered as the “healthy” cell whereas reactor B
the “infected” cell. Both reactors have the same maximum
carrying capacity.
• In the first case, the multi-level selectional model is im-
plemented on a single CPU system where no selective ad-
vantage is given to molecules contained in reactor A or
B. In both reactors, any interactions lead to a success-
ful reaction as any molecules may react with any other
molecules contained in a given reactor. Therefore both
reactors have the same molecular growth and thus equal
fitness. Over time, when one of the two reactors reaches
the division threshold (i.e., saturated), it then triggers its
division which leads to the displacement of the other cell.
Within these conditions, over a series of experiments, we
may confidently say that in half of the cases, reactor A
would first displace reactor B and ensure the survival
of replicases R. However in the other cases, reactor B
would have displaced reactor A, resulting in population
of mutant molecules subjected to the elongation catastro-
phe phenomenon.
• In the second case, this multi-level selectional model is
implemented as a concurrent system where reactor A and
reactor B are running on two distinct CPUs. No selec-
tive advantage is given to either reactor A or reactor B
(both CPUs running on exact same computing infrastruc-
tures). In this case, reactor B would rapidly be filled with
mutant molecules having exponentially increasing string
length. The reactor B would require then more compu-
tational time or activation energy to reach the division
threshold than reactor A. As a result, reactor B would
always displace reactor A.
In the first scenario, we noted a high probability that in-
fected cell may displace the healthy reactor. Whereas with
the concurrent system, due to the activation energy property
affecting the molecules and reactors fitness, the healthy re-
actor would always displace the infected reactor. As a result,
thanks to a activation energy property given for free with the
concurrent architecture, the evolutionary stability of our sys-
tem was enhanced.
In this simple case, only two reactors were considered to
facilitate the understanding of the benefits of our concur-
rent approach. Of course, if the cellular population was suf-
ficiently larger then group selection only would have pro-
vided an efficient resistance to parasites. However in rela-
tively small cellular populations (which could be envisaged
in prebiotic conditions), parasitized cell may still be able to
infect the entire population. As a result, if we consider the
conditions we described above, group selection may fail and
degenerated outcomes may occur preventing stable cooper-
ation between molecular species.
Moreover in traditional multi-level model infected cells
would usually be displaced only when these have decayed
(exhibiting a quasi null overall reaction rate). Whereas
in this multi-level concurrent AC, infected cells (having
a higher energy demand) would rapidly be displaced by
healthy cells. Making this overall molecular system more
reactive against parasitism.
Conclusion
We presented a multi-level concurrent Artificial Chemistry
based on Molecular Classifier Systems and Holland broad-
cast language. We demonstrated how such a concurrent ar-
chitecture may provide am activation energy property for
free. It was then shown that this property provided the bene-
fit of enhancing evolutionary stability for catalytic networks
in our system. Future work includes the introduction of a
single level selectional system where only compartmental-
ization and molecular diffusion between compartments are
considered. It was shown (McCaskill et al., 2001), through
the use of an analytical model, that such an approach also
enhances evolutionary stability. Comparisons between our
multi-level concurrent system and this spatially resolved
molecular system will follow. Hybrid systems combining
both approaches will also be examined.
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